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the theoretical limits was conducted to illustrate the worst-case
running time complexity of the algorithm in function of the
number of computed peaks N. As a result, FTMC obtained an
order complexity of N log(N) while the iterative formulas in the
BRAIN method had an order complexity of N.2
This analysis indicates that FTMC has a better order of
complexity than BRAIN. However, the actual running times of
the exact algorithm does depend on multiple factors and does
not reﬂect the theoretical order complexity of the FFT
algorithm necessarily. For example, the FTMC method
transduces the mass m of a molecule to a number of peaks
that needs to be returned by the calculation, resulting in a
complexity of √m log(m). The number of computed peaks and
molecular mass are related parameters that are derived from
each other with a particular heuristic. Obviously, this heuristic
has an inﬂuence on the speed of the algorithm and depends on
the application or the molecular classes for which an isotope
distribution is required. For this purpose, we evaluate some
heuristics that relate the mass to the number of computed
peaks.
(2) Number of Computed Peaks. The number of
aggregated isotope variants that are required in the calculation
has an enormous impact on the computational eﬃciency. The
BRAIN method8 uses a simple but coarse heuristic to calculate
the number of computed peaks:

orge Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and Jorge Fernandez-deCossio recently published1 an algorithm to calculate the
aggregated isotope distribution and center-masses based on the
molecular formula and elemental isotope distribution that could
serve their ISOTOPICA software.2−4 The presented approach
is rooted in the polynomial methods as proposed by
Brownawell and Fillippo5 and Yergey et al.6 Furthermore,
Rockwood and Haimi suggested to utilize the polynomial
methods to calculate accurate masses of isotopic peaks.7
Recently, Claesen et al. generalized the method of Rockwood
and Haimi as a polynomial generating function to calculate
exact center-masses as applied in the BRAIN method.8−11
Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and Fernandez-de-Cossio solve the
polynomial speciﬁed in eqs 18−23 by Claesen et al.8 for the
center-masses using the fast Fourier transform approach (FFT)
instead of employing an iterative scheme as the case in BRAIN.
The operation of the FFT-approach to solve the polynomial
generating function opened the possibility for additional
improvements in their procedure. The FFT-approach,1 which
implements the center-mass calculation will be referred to as
FTMC in the remainder of this comment.
Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and Fernandez-de-Cossio compare the BRAIN method with the FFT-approach in terms of a
computational performance study. To facilitate a better insight
in the various developments in FTMC and their impact on
computational performance, we will make a list of all these
aspects separately and explain how they beneﬁt numerical
eﬃciency. Further, we will provide an implementation of
BRAIN in C++ and compare the speed of the algorithm with
the BRAIN implementation in R. We also contrast the
performance of BRAIN in C++ and FTMC, for which latter
is implemented C#. The most important adjustments
introduced in FTMC that have an inﬂuence on the computational speed are listed.
(1) Algorithm to Solve the Polynomial Generating
Function. Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and Fernandez-deCossio proposed to solve the polynomial generating function
by means of a FFT-based approach. A comparison in terms of
© 2013 American Chemical Society

N = max(⌈2x(massaverage − massmonoisotopic)⌉ , 5)

(1)

where ⌈x⌉ indicates the ceiling function to the smallest
following integer. However, Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and
Fernandez-de-Cossio1 pointed out that the proposed heuristic
in eq 1 for small molecules is not good enough since the
coverage of the aggregated distribution is too small. To
overcome this limitation we propose following formula
N = max(⌈2x(massaverage − massmonoisotopic)⌉ , 50)

(2)
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(3) Software Platform and Implementation. Fernandezde-Cossio Diaz and Fernandez-de-Cossio implemented their
FTMC algorithm in C#,1 while BRAIN was originally
implemented in R,10 which is an interpreted language and
therefore less eﬃcient. To facilitate a direct comparison, we
have ported the BRAIN method to C++. It should be noted
that the performance of C++ and C# for standard
bioinformatics algorithms occurred to be close.17 The source
code and binaries of BRAIN in C++ are available at https://
code.google.com/p/brain-isotopic-distribution/.
In order to evaluate the performance of the compiled
programs, the database presented in the BRAIN application
note10 composed of 57 930 proteins is processed using BRAIN
in C++ (version 0.9.6) and in R (version 1.6.4). The calculated
number of peaks are set corresponding to the heuristic in eq 2.
The output ﬁle is generated in 80 s. In the case of the C++
implementation, while in R, the calculations took 15.5 min.
Both calculations were conducted on a Core i7 870 2.93 GHz
(4 GB RAM) machine. Furthermore, the 10 molecules based
on the averagine peptide model18 as describe in the analysis of
Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and Jorge Fernandez-de-Cossio1 are
used to compare the performance of FTMC with the BRAIN
implementation in C++. Note that large averagine molecules
can be helpful to observe the trend in performance; however, in
practice, heavy molecules can be less precise due to the
ﬂuctuations of isotope abundances.9,11
In our comparison, we ran both software programs for each
averagine molecule separately using the default heuristics, i.e.,
eq 1 and eq 6 in ref 1, and repeated this procedure 100 times
enabling us to determine the minimum time that the system
required to calculate the isotope distribution for a molecule.
The minimum time from 100 calculations is chosen to
minimize inevitable side eﬀects such as garbage collection,
interrupts, etc. It should be noted that this time also includes
the standard operations required to start the algorithmic
procedure, e.g., reading the input ﬁle, writing the result ﬁle,
loading user-deﬁned parameters, etc. These standard operations
will not change the theoretical asymptotic complexity but can
obscure the timing results when not appropriately accounted
for, as seen in Figure 2. Indeed, the time complexity plots in
Figure 1 presented by Fernandez-de-Cossio Diaz and
Fernandez-de-Cossio1 are calculated as “the average times
required for 100 repetitions of these computation”; however, it
is not speciﬁed how this running time was measured exactly in
the case of FTMC. We assume that the authors have run the
program with option “−r100” specifying the number of
repetitions for the calculations. In this procedure, the time
required for data initialization and system operation is only
measured once for a batch of 100 repetitions. Hence, the
standard operation time for starting the calculation is divided
over the 100 runs. Note that this procedure is very diﬀerent
than the one presented in Figure 2, where the two programs
were run 100 times separately for each molecule, so that system
time is included in the timing. On the other hand, for the time
measurement of the useBRAIN function from the R
Bioconductor package, the authors measured the system time
for 100 separate runs of the function (code at http://
bioinformatica.cigb.edu.cu/isotopica/centermass.html). Of
note, this analysis is not timing the same procedure as the
standard system operations are executed 100 times separately,
cfr. Figure 2.
It seems that software optimization is an important factor
when analyzing the numerical eﬃciency of an algorithm,

The heuristics in eqs 1 and 2 cause the range spanned by
BRAIN to scale linearly in function of the mass. This heuristic
is chosen such that it returns a balanced number of aggregated
isotope variants before and after the average mass of a
molecule. The rationale for this heuristic is that the BRAIN
algorithm was tested by comparing the theoretical average mass
with the empirical average mass obtained from a probability
weighted sum of the returned isotope distribution.8,12 Note that
this heuristic has little practical value in a real application and is
impaired for eﬃcient calculations.
A restriction imposed by the iterative algorithm of the
BRAIN method is that it requires to start the calculation from
the lightest isotope variant (i.e., N equals the heaviest isotope
variant). This requirement is regarded as a limitation of the
BRAIN method. It should be noted that FTMC which solves
the polynomial generating function by a Fourier transform
approach is not constrained to this requirement and can choose
which region of the isotope distribution to be computed.13−16
On the other hand, the iterative representation in BRAIN is
ﬂexible and allows for a variety of advanced stopping criteria, as
implemented in the Bioconductor package.10 For instance, the
cumulative probability, i.e., coverage, can be calculated during
the recursion and evaluated whether it is close to a predeﬁned
threshold. For small molecules the calculation can be timely
halted after the ﬁrst three or four peaks resulting in a lower
number of peaks that have to be computed. Figure 1 illustrates

Figure 1. Number of peaks that are required according to the diﬀerent
heuristics: CM, coverage of 99.9% starting from the monoisotopic
variant, cfr; BRAIN (triangle), BRAIN heuristics based on eq 2 (plussign); heuristic used by FTMC. All heuristics yield a coverage of
minimum 99.9%.

the relation between the number of peaks (y-axis) required for
the calculation of a molecule with a particular monoisotopic
mass (x-axis) for several heuristics: default FTMC, BRAIN
from eq 2, and the 99.9% coverage starting from the
monoisotopic variant (CM). It is remarkable that BRAIN and
to some extent FTMC overestimate the number of peaks
required to obtain a suﬃcient coverage, leaving room for
improvements in both heuristics.
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procedure. The ﬁgure displays now a quadratic trend for
BRAIN in function of the molecular mass (red dots), as
expected from the theoretical order complexity. This quadratic
trend is also visible in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information
that presents the timing in function of the number of peak per
molecule. The explanation for this repeated trend is that the
BRAIN heuristic has a linear relation between the number of
peaks and the mass of a molecule, as can be observed in Figure
1. It should be noted that in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information, data points corresponding to the same number of
peaks does not correspond to the same molecule. Figure 3
displays a timing trend for FTMC that is proportional to the
square root of the mass as presented in Figure 1 by Fernandezde-Cossio Diaz and Fernandez-de-Cossio.1 However, a linear
relation (in fact, Nlog(N)) becomes apparent when presenting
the timing trend in terms of the number of computed peaks as
seen from Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. Note that
the presentation in terms of the number of computed peaks
makes the timing invariant to the employed heuristic.
In addition, we run BRAIN in C++ with the number of peaks
corresponding to a coverage of 99.9% (CM) to emphasize the
importance of good heuristics. The green line in Figure 3 and
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information shows the decrease in
time when using fewer peaks. Clearly, this information could
also be retrieved from interpolating the red line in Figure S1
based on the heuristics presented in Figure 1. Further, it should
be stressed that the time measurements in this study are
subjected to choices in hardware conﬁguration and input/
output operations. In our results we encounter ﬂuctuation
which we could not explain. For example, a strict monotonic
trend should be expected in Figure 3. The code used for the
comparison is available online http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/
∼pd219416/AnChemComment/.
To conclude, both BRAIN and FTMC are methods that are
based on the same theoretical principles. Diﬀerences in the
algorithm become very apparent in terms of computational
eﬃciency. However, it is not always trivial to quantify which
improvements are responsible for the observed increase in
eﬃciency. The user has to be aware that variations in both
numerical and technical aspects between the algorithms can
lead to discrepancies in the results. A case in point are the
several heuristics that can be employed to determine the
prominent part of the isotope distribution. The argument we
want to convey is that diﬀerent heuristics and implementations
have an impact on the numerical performance and therefore
have to be controlled in a comparison. In this comment, we
have evaluated the impact of a solution (FFT vs iterative
scheme), heuristics (centering vs starting from monoisotopic
variant), and implementation (R vs C++) separately.
Finally, compared to the BRAIN implementation in R, we
regard the implementation in C++ particularly useful, not only
because of the favorable time properties but also because of the
ease of integration into desired workﬂows and batch processing.
For smaller molecules, it appears that both FTMC and BRAIN
in C++ are fast. For very large molecules above 100 kDa,
FTMC is a faster method; however, isotope calculation can
become imprecise in general due to ﬂuctuations in the
elemental isotope distribution.9,11 For completeness, we should
mention that methods such as Emass,7 NeutronCluster,19
SIRIUS,20 etc. are also capable to perform these isotope
calculations. More insight on methods that calculate the isotope
distribution are provided by Valkenborg et al.,21 Rockwood and
Palmblad,22 and Scheubert et al.23

Figure 2. Average system time elapse for FTMC and BRAIN on each
averagine molecules separately. For every molecule the software is
called 100 times.

especially since both BRAIN and FTMC allow for batch
processing. During batch processing tedious and recurrent
calculations can be computed in advance and stored into the
memory for later usage. To make the comparison in terms of
the eﬃciency of batch processing, we run both software
packages for each molecule in the averagine data set separately
using the default heuristics and specify the molecule 100 times
in the input ﬁle. For each molecule a result ﬁle is written as
output. We argue that this comparison is more transparent than
using the “−r100” option. The obtained system time elapse is
divided by 100 and presented in Figure 3. Indeed, we can see
that the standard operations have an impact on the timing

Figure 3. Average system time elapsed in function of the monoisotopic
mass for FTMC and BRAIN in C++ run with an input ﬁle containing
100 times the same molecules for each averagine molecule (shown
system times are divided by 100).
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